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1. Introduction

Worldwide increasing consciousness for sustainable use of nat-
ural resources has made ‘‘overcoming the apparent contradictory
requirements of low cost and high performance a challenging task’’
[1] as well as a major concern. The importance of sustainability as a
requisite which has to inform structure concept and design has
been also recently highlighted in Model Code 2010. In this context,
the availability of self-healing technologies, by controlling and
repairing ‘‘early-stage cracks in concrete structures, where possi-
ble’’, could, on the one, hand prevent ‘‘permeation of driving factors
for deterioration’’, thus extending the structure service life, and, on
the other hand, even provide partial recovery of engineering prop-
erties relevant to the application [1,2].
As pointed out by Lauer and Slate already in 1956 [3] ‘‘if the
mechanism of the action is understood, and means can be found
for accelerating it, a great stride will have been made in effectively
retarding’’ the rate of degradation of concrete and corrosion of
embedded steel reinforcement, which are among the major prob-
lems of the concrete durability [4].

Discovered as early as in 1836 by the French Academy of Sci-
ence, and attributed to the transformation of calcium hydroxide
(Ca(OH)2) into calcium carbonate (CaCO3) as a consequence of
exposure to the carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere, autoge-
neous healing of concrete was also later observed by Abrams [5],
who attributed it to the ‘‘hydraulicity’’ of residual un-hydrated
cement, as well as by Loving [6], who, on inspection of concrete
pipe culverts, found many healed cracks filled with calcium
carbonate.

As a matter of fact, besides the availability of CO2 in the expo-
sure environment, the age of concrete at the time of cracking also
governs the mechanism with the highest autogenous healing
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Table 1
Mix composition of investigated concretes (dosages in kg/m3).

Constituent Without additive With additive

Cement type II 42.5 300 300
Water 190 190
Superplasticizer (lt/m3) 3 3
Fine aggregate 0–4 mm 1078 1080
Coarse aggregate 4–16 mm 880 880
Crystalline additive = 3

Fig. 1. SEM images of a powder sample of crystalline additive observed at different
magnifications (a) e (b).

Fig. 2. EDS analysis of the additive particles shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Strength development of concrete with and without crystalline additives vs.
EC2 provisions (fc28 = 29.9 N/mm2 and 27.4 N/mm2 for concrete without and with
the crystalline additive respectively – each data point average of two nominally
identical tests).
capacity. Due to its relatively high content of unhydrated cement
particles, ongoing/delayed hydration is the main healing mecha-
nism in young concrete [7–9], whereas at a later age, calcium
carbonate precipitation becomes the major one.
The action of autogeneous healing may have ‘‘practical value in
several applications (. . .) namely: (. . .) repair of precast units
cracked during early handling; sealing against corrosion and re-
knitting of cracks developed in concrete piles during their handling
and driving; sealing of cracks in concrete water tanks; and the
regain, after loss, of strength of ‘‘green’’ concrete disturbed by
vibrations’’ [10]. Further evidence of the effects of crack healing
on the recovery of mechanical properties was reported by White-
hurst [11], who observed an increase in the dynamic modulus of
field structures during a wet spring, following a winter of freezing
and thawing. Anyway, whereas significant reduction in water per-
meability was observed because of crack healing [12–14], reported
recovery of mechanical properties [3,14,15] was not so spectacular.
With reference to the maximum crack width that can be healed
without any external intervention, a wide range of openings has
been reported by different authors (i.e. from as low as 5 to as high
as 300 lm) [16–18].

Consensus among the international community has been
achieved about the engineering significance of the problem,
which has resulted in state-of-the-art reports to be compiled as
well as into a clear terminology definition. The RILEM TC-221-
SHC ‘‘Self-healing phenomena in cement based materials’’ [1],
distinguishes:

– based on the result of the action, between self-closing and self-
healing, whether only closure of the cracks or also restoring of
the mechanical properties is observed;

– based on the process of the action, between ‘‘autogenic’’ (or nat-
ural) and ‘‘autonomic’’ (or engineered) self closing/healing,
whether the crack closure or restoration of material properties
is due to either the concrete material itself or some engineered
addition.

In the very last decade a huge amount of research work has
been dedicated to ‘‘engineered’’ self-healing, along different main
directions of investigation: self healing engineered with fibre rein-
forcement [20–28], mineral-producing bacteria [29], super absor-
bent polymers [30], healing agents contained in shell and tubular
capsules [31,32] and other proprietary chemical admixtures [33],
such as alumino-silicate materials and various modified calcium
composite materials. In the latter case, the self-healing action is
mainly due to the filling of the crack width, swelling and expansion
effects and to improved hydration and re-crystallization. The sup-
ply of water (moisture) is essential, especially in the case of addi-
tion of chemical agents able to promote the deposition of
crystals inside the crack, but ‘‘since most infrastructures are
exposed to rain or underground water, usually this is an easily sat-
isfiable requirement’’ [33].



Fig. 4. 3-Point bending test set-up for specimen pre-cracking (beam span = 450 mm).

Fig. 5a. Temperature and relative Humidity recorded along the exposure period.
Fig. 5b. Temperature and relative Humidity cycles for climate chamber
conditioning.
Besides the presence of water, several other variables can affect
the phenomenon of self healing, such as the mix proportions [15],
the stress state along the cracks and the steadiness of the cracked
state [19] as well as thermal and hygrometric conditions [3,16].

Moreover, traditional mineral additions for cement replace-
ment, such as fly ash or blast furnace slag [34,35], or even innova-
tive pozzolanic additions [36,37], investigated by different
researchers, may also promote autogeneous healing because of
delayed hydration, since high amounts of these binders remain
un-hydrated even at a later age because of the slow pozzolanic
reactions or, as in the case of slag, because of latent hydraulicity.

Among the aforementioned proprietary chemical admixtures,
the so-called ‘‘crystalline additives’’, containing substances which
react with cement constituents and form calcium silicate hydrates
and already employed for the reduction of concrete porosity and of
water permeability of concrete, can effectively serve also as self
healing engineering additions [26].

The ‘‘crystallization’’ reactions, which propagate completely
through the concrete mass resulting in a system impervious to
water and other environment born aggressive substances,
consume the moisture inside the concrete but can also undergo a
delayed activation, whenever the material comes back into contact
with water and/or environment moisture: this, as a matter of fact,
can happen upon crack formation even at later ages.

In this paper an experimental methodology is proposed to eval-
uate the effects of crack healing on the mechanical properties of
concrete, with reference to both autogenic self-healing and engi-
neered through the addition of a crystalline admixture. The crystal-
line admixture employed in this study, which will be described in
the forthcoming section, consists of a mix of cement, sand and
active silica and is added to the raw concrete constituents before
mixing.

The proposed methodology, which will also be described in
detail in the forthcoming section, is based on 3-point bending tests
performed up to controlled crack opening and up to failure, respec-
tively before and after exposure/conditioning. Different exposure
conditions have been considered, namely immersion in water
immersion, exposure to open air and accelerated temperature
cycles.



Table 2
Synopsis of experimental programme (n� of specimens per each test condition).

Exposure condition and duration

Water immersion Open air exposure Climate chamber

Winter Summer

1m 2m 3m 6m 12m 1m 2m 3m 6m 12m 1w 2w 4w 1w 2w 4w

w/out additive
uncracked 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3
Precracked 100 lm 2 2 3 3 3 3
Precracked 200 lm 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

With additive
Uncracked 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 6 6
Precracked 100 lm 2 2 3 6 6 6
Precracked 200 lm 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 6 6 6

m = months.
w = weeks.

Fig. 7. Example of stress vs. COD curves for specimens submitted to pre-cracking
and post-conditioning 3pb tests; definition of quantities for calculation of self
healing indices.

Fig. 6. Set-up for Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity tests: distance between the emitter and
receiver: 90 mm – diameter of the sensors: 50 mm – employed signal frequency:
50 kHz).
The effects of the self-healing of cracks on the recovery of stiff-
ness and load-bearing capacity have been evaluated, also with the
aid of Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) tests, optical microscopy
observations and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analyses at
selected ‘‘crack healed’’ locations. The results thus garnered were
instrumental in defining and quantifying self-healing related indi-
ces, which could be implemented into a durability based design
framework, as currently addressed by international design codes.

2. Experimental methodology

The mix composition of the normal strength concrete employed in this study is
detailed in Table 1. Because of the interest to evaluate the effects of crystalline addi-
tives on the self healing capacity of concrete, a companion mix has been also pro-
duced with a 1% additive addition, by weight of cement (Table 1). The additive
was dry mixed with the raw aggregates, at the very beginning of the mixing
sequence, which was then followed by addition of cement and, upon further mix-
ing, by the incorporation of water and superplasticizer.

The particles of the employed crystalline admixture are shown in Fig. 1. They
have irregular shape and size in the range of about 1–20 lm; their morphology is
similar to that of cement grains. The EDS microanalysis in Fig. 2 highlights the
presence of calcium, oxygen, silicon, magnesium, aluminium and potassium. This
spectrum is comparable with that of an Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), except
for the peak of sulphur which is slightly higher.

Slabs 1 m long � 0.5 m wide and 50 mm thick were casted with both concretes
with and without the additive; after three days curing in fog room at 20 �C temper-
ature and 95% Relative Humidity (RH) and under wet towels, slabs were cut into
prismatic ‘‘beam-like’’ specimens, each 500 mm long and about 100 mm wide.
Specimens were cured in the same fog room, for a period ranging between 35
and 42 days. Along the curing period the development of strength was monitored,
for both concrete mixes, by means of compressive strength tests on 150 mm cube
companion specimens. Results plotted in Fig. 3 clearly show that the addition of
crystalline admixtures had scant effect on the strength development.

In order to evaluate the self healing capacity of concrete and its effects on the
recovery of mechanical properties, at the end of the aforementioned curing period,
the beam specimens were pre-cracked, up to different levels of residual crack open-
ing, equal to about 100 and 200 lm. Specimens were pre-cracked employing the
three-point bending (3pb) test set-up shown in Fig. 4: the tests were performed
using the Crack Opening Displacement (COD) at mid-span as a control variable.
Some specimens were kept un-cracked for reference as well. All the specimens were
then subjected to different controlled exposure conditions:

– immersion in water at constant temperature, equal to 20 �C, up to 1 year;
– exposure to air, up to 1 year, while daily recording minimum and maximum

temperature and average RH, whose trends are plotted in Fig. 5a;
– exposure in climate chamber to temperature cycles, representative of typical

either winter or summer daily excursions in Northern Italy. The cycles are
shown in Fig. 5b; exposures up to 4 weeks for each type of cycle has been
scheduled.

Table 2 provides a synoptic view of the experimental programme as a whole.
At the end of the scheduled exposure times, 3pb tests were performed again on

each and all the specimens up to complete failure (it is worth remarking that all
specimens were, in case, wiped and allowed for a couple of hours to condition at
20 �C and 65% RH before final tests). The nominal bending stress vs. COD response
exhibited by the same specimen in its virgin state, i.e. when undergoing the pre-
cracking stage test, and at the end of the prescribed exposure condition and dura-
tion in the cracked state were compared. The recovery, if any, of stiffness and load
bearing capacity, as attributable to crack healing phenomena, will be thus evalu-
ated, as it will be detailed in the forthcoming section This was instrumental at
defining and quantifying suitable self healing indices for the analysed mechanical
properties.

Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) tests were performed employing the set-up
shown in Fig. 6, in which details of the test set-up are also given; UPV tests were
performed: on the virgin specimen, after the pre-cracking and before the onset of
the conditioning and, finally, before final fracture tests at the end of the scheduled
conditioned periods.

At the end of final fracture tests observation on fracture surfaces of selected
specimens were performed by using an environmental scanning electron micros-
copy ZeissEvo 50P equipped with oxford Inca Energy 200EDS having a ultra-thin
window detector from 133 eV.



(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Index of Load Recovery (as evaluated from 3pb test results) vs. exposure time for water immersion/air exposure (a); summer (b) and winter (c) chamber conditioning.
3. Experimental results: analysis and discussion

3.1. Three-point bending tests

In Fig. 7 the results of a typical test are shown, in terms of
nominal stress rN vs. COD curves: it is worth remarking that
the graphs are built up in such a way that the curves pertain-
ing respectively to the pre-cracking test and to the post-condi-
tioning failure test performed on the same specimens are
compared.

Data were analysed in order to define and calculate self healing
indices as detailed hereafter:



(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Index of damage recovery (as evaluated from 3pb test results) vs. exposure time for water immersion/air exposure (a); summer (b) and winter (c) chamber
conditioning.
3.1.1. Index of Load Recovery
From the values of nominal flexural strengths/stresses as

denoted in Fig. 7 an Index of Load Recovery can be defined
as:

ILR ¼ rN;max reloading; post-conditioning � runloading;pre-crack

fctf � runloading;pre-crack
ð1Þ
Fig. 8a–c show the trend of the ILR, computed as above, vs. the
exposure time.

3.1.2. Index of Damage Recovery as per 3pb tests
From values of flexural stiffness K evaluated at different stages

of the fracture test protocol and as denoted in Fig. 7, an Index of
Damage Recovery can be defined as:



IDRð3pbÞ ¼
Kreloading;post-conditioning � Kunloading;pre-crack

K loading;virginspecimen�Kunloading;pre-crack

ð2Þ

Fig. 9a–c show the trend of the IDR, computed as above, vs. the
exposure time.
(a)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 10. Fitted damage evolution laws for precracked concrete specimens with (a, c, e, g, i
water immersion (a, b); air exposure (c, d); climate chamber conditioning in summer c
chamber conditioning in winter climate (i–l) for specimens pre-cracked at 100 lm (i, j)
Cross analysis of graphs in Figs. 8 and 9 allows the following
remarks to be highlighted:

– specimens immersed in water showed, since from the beginning,
some load recovery capacity, which was higher for specimens
(b)

(d)

(f)

, k) and without (b, d, f, h, j, l) crystalline additive and different exposure conditions:
limate (e–h) for specimens pre-cracked at 100 lm (e, f) and 200 lm (g, h); climate
and 200 lm (k, l).



(g) (h)

(i) (j)

(k) (l)

Fig. 10 (continued)
containing the crystalline additive, and continued to moderately
increase with immersion time, with similar trend for specimens
with and without the additive; the maximum attained level of
load recovery was not higher than 25% of the softening stress
decay experienced upon pre-cracking;

– specimens exposed to air and containing the additive showed
an initial load recovery capacity lower than specimens with
the additive immersed in water but higher than all speci-
mens without the additive; this confirms that additive parti-
cles, because of their hydrophilic nature, can capture air
moisture and react with it promoting self healing; nonethe-
less, the recovery did not exhibit significant changes upon
prolonged exposure, as a combined effect of the consumption
of the available crystalline additive and of the moisture



available in the air, as also affected by daily and seasonal
fluctuations;

– specimens exposed to air and without the crystalline additive
showed, as expected, the lowest performance in terms of load
recovery capacity due to self healing, even with a moderately
increasing trend, as resulting from the available air moisture
and the kinetic of delayed hydration of un-hydrated cement
particles exposed upon cracking;

– in the case of climate chamber conditioning, results appear
much more dispersed: in all cases, a lower recovery of the load
bearing capacity was achieved, with respect to water immer-
sion, for both winter and summer climates. Interestingly,
whereas for winter cycles and lower crack openings, a continu-
ous increase of the load recovery was observed, in all other
cases results held constant, if not sometimes showed a worsen-
ing trend, as, e.g., for specimens without the additive exposed to
summer cycles. This could be explained by a sort of drying
effect caused by the higher attained temperatures, which may
exacerbate the already existing damage (cracks), and which
the presence of crystalline additives were able to counteract
to some extent. Anyway no definite conclusion can be drawn
because of the high dispersion of results.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Graphical explanation of the procedure to estimate crack closure from rN–
COD curves (a) and from D-COD evolution laws built as in Fig. 10a–n.
3.1.2.1. Damage evolution laws. As shown by the example nominal
stress rN vs. COD curve in Fig. 7, all along the 3pb test loading path,
both in the pre-cracking and post-conditioning stages, a series of
unloading–reloading steps were performed. This allowed the val-
ues of secant unloading stiffness, Kunl,j, to be evaluated in corre-
spondence of different values of the Crack Opening Displacement,
CODj, through which corresponding values could be calculated of
a Continuum Damage variable, coherently meant as an index of
stiffness degradation:

DðCODjÞ ¼ 1� Kunl;j

K loading;virginspecimen
ð3Þ

with notation once again explained in Fig. 7.
It was thus possible to build up the evolution laws of the dam-

age variable vs. COD, through an exponential fitting of the data as:

DðCODÞ ¼ exp½�A=COD� ð4Þ

where A is a fitting constant, correlated to the speed of damage
accumulation with progressive crack opening: the higher A, the
slower the damage growth.

Damage evolution laws built as above are shown in Fig. 10a–n
for all the investigated cases. The following statements hold, which
are also in agreement with the previously shown trends of the indi-
ces of both load and damage recovery:

– specimens with the additive immersed in water (Fig. 10a)
exhibited the largest effects in terms of ‘‘slowering’’ of the dam-
age evolution law along the exposure time;

– for specimens without the additive immersed in water
(Fig. 10b) an almost constant trend in the diminution of the
damage evolution law has been observed as a result of the heal-
ing phenomena due to continued hydration; anyway these
effects appear only after two months exposure, unlikely than
in the previous case; as a whole the recovery of the performance
is lower than in the case with the additive;

– effects of healing in specimens containing the additive and
exposed to air (Fig. 10c) are initially slow, as witnessed by the
closeness of the damage curves for conditioned specimens to
that calibrated on the virgin ones; only after six months expo-
sure some recovery appears, which does not seem to proceed
further upon prolonged exposure;
– specimens not containing the additive and exposed to air
(Fig. 10d) show the poorest recovery all along the investigated
exposure period;

– specimens exposed to environmental summer and winter cli-
mate chamber conditioning (Fig. 10e–l) show a gradual recov-
ery of performance both in the case with (Fig. 10e, g, i, k) and
without the additive (Fig. 10f, h, j, l); recovery is, at least ini-
tially, faster, as expectable, in the former case; anyway the large
dispersion of results, already detected with reference to the
index of damage recovery, may to some extent undermine the
true representativeness of the plotted damage trends, which
can hence be taken as only qualitatively significant.

3.1.3. Indices of crack healing
From the nominal bending stress rN vs. COD curves as well as

from the damage vs. COD evolution laws, an estimation of the
crack closure due to the self healing can be provided.

3.1.3.1. Crack healing from rN–COD curves. The proposed methodol-
ogy (Fig. 11a) consists in operating a ‘‘backward’’ shifting along the
COD axis, of the stress–COD curve representative of the behaviour
of each pre-cracked specimen after environment conditioning,
until the stress–COD curve of the same specimen, as measured
during the pre-cracking test on the virgin undamaged sample is
met. The new value of the ‘‘origin’’ COD can be estimated by
drawing, from the aforementioned point on the curve of the virgin
sample, an unloading branch with a slope equal to that of the clos-
est unloading previously measured on the virgin sample itself. This



(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Index of Crack Healing (as evaluated from r–COD curves) vs. exposure time for water immersion/air exposure (a); summer (b) and winter (c) chamber conditioning.
allows to define and quantify an index of crack healing as in Eq. (5),
whose trends are shown in Fig. 12a–c:

ICHstress-crack opening ¼
CODpre-cracking � CODpost-conditioning

CODpre-cracking
ð5Þ
3.1.3.2. Crack healing from D-COD evolution laws. The proposed
methodology (Fig. 11b) consists first of all in identifying the points
representative of damage-COD, as evaluated upon reloading the
specimen after environmental conditioning, assuming the initial
crack opening coincided with the value measured at unloading



(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13. Index of Crack Healing (as evaluated from damage evolution laws) vs. exposure time for water immersion/air exposure (a); summer (b) and winter (c) chamber
conditioning.
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Fig. 14. Healed cracks for specimens with (a) and without (b) crystalline additive
after six months of immersion in water.

300 microns 

300 microns 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Healed/healing cracks for specimens with (a) and without (b) crystalline
additive after six months of exposure to open air.
during the pre-cracking stage. The points, identified as above, are
then ‘‘shifted backward’’ along the COD axis until the fitted dam-
age-COD evolution curve of the virgin specimen is met: the
amount of this backward shifting can be assumed as an indicator
of the crack closure effect produced by the self healing phenomena.
The related index of crack healing is thus defined as in Eq. (6),
whose trend are plotted in Fig. 13a–c.

ICHdamage evolution ¼
CODpre-cracking � CODpost-conditioning

CODpre-cracking
ð6Þ

The cross analysis of data shown in Figs. 12a–c and 13a–c,
despite quantitative differences, (indices estimated from damage
evolution laws are somewhat higher than those estimated from
rN–COD curves), allows the following remarks to be highlighted:

– a remarkable crack closure may occur, since from the beginning
of the surveyed exposure times, for specimens containing the
crystalline additive and immersed in water; the same speci-
mens, when exposed to air, show a slower recovery capacity;

– immersion in water triggers the self healing also for specimens
without any additive, but at a much slower pace: only after 2–
3 months effects start being visible and after 6 months a perfor-
mance comparable to specimens with the additive was
achieved; specimens without any additive exposed to air hardly
show any appreciable recovery and only after prolonged expo-
sure a moderate crack closure starts appearing;

– in the case of climate chamber conditioning, for both the summer
and winter cases, specimens with the additive show a better
recovery, which is higher for tighter crack openings; The higher
dispersion of results anyway, once again does not allow any
quantitative firm conclusion to be drawn about the plotted
trends.

Pictures obtained by stereo-microscope in Figs. 14–16 confirm
the related findings.

3.1.4. Recovery of mechanical properties vs. crack healing indices
The trends of indices of recovery of mechanical properties vs.

the related crack healing indices allow an insightful synopsis to
be provided about the investigated phenomena as well as a preli-
minary methodological quantification to be attempted. Because
of higher dispersion of results for climate chamber conditioned
specimens, this analysis will be performed only on specimens
immersed in water and/or exposed to air. Effects of exposure con-
ditions and of the crystalline additive are evident. Moreover it can
be highlighted that the trend of damage recovery vs. crack healing,
estimated from damage evolution laws (Fig. 17a), coherently with
the damage model assumptions, shows that a remarkable crack
healing is needed in order to have an appreciable recovery of the
specimen stiffness. Effects of crystalline additive in the concrete
mix is also evident, from the higher levels of recovery of stiffness
for equal healing of the cracks. On the other hand, the trend of
the load recovery vs. crack healing (Fig. 17b) shows that some load
bearing capacity is recovered even for very low values of estimated
crack healing, with a more moderate influence of the additive, also
considering the narrow data range provided by experiments. The
captured trend is slower than the stiffness recovery one and hardly
more than 20% of the stress decay experienced upon cracking could
be garnered because of the crack healing. A better understanding
could be achieved through a dedicated analysis of the strength
development of crack healing products, as also affected by expo-
sure conditions, which has been regarded as out of the scope of this
work.

Comparison between the indices of crack healing, as evaluated
both from rN–COD curves and from damage-COD fitted evolution
laws is finally shown in Fig. 17c, always with reference to water
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Fig. 16. Healing cracks for specimens with crystalline additive before exposure (a, c, e) and after one (b), two (d) or four weeks (f) in climate chamber (summer cycles).

Fig. 17a. Index of damage recovery vs. index of crack healing as estimated from fitted damage evolution laws (see Fig. 11).
immersed and air exposed specimens only. Besides the quantitative
trends (it looks that the lower load recovery capacity leads to a
lower estimation of the crack healing), the more clear and reliable
trend of the admixtures concrete significantly appears.
3.2. Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity tests

Wave speed was calculated from measured transit time
between the emitter and receiver units of the UPV test apparatus,



Fig. 17b. Index of Load Recovery vs. index of crack healing as evaluated from stress
vs. COD curves obtained from 3pb tests.

Fig. 17c. Index of crack healing evaluated from rN–COD curves vs. damage curves.

(a)

(b)

(c)
with reference to the distance between the units (90 mm, as
indicated in the caption of Fig. 4). The velocity, as calculated for
each specimen in its virgin state (see above), was assumed as a
reference, and denoted as (UPV)0.

The values of the velocities calculated from measured transit
times either after pre-cracking or after scheduled exposure/condi-
tioning durations, dimensionless to the aforementioned reference
value (UPV)0 have been plotted as a function of the exposure time
in Fig. 18 a-c and confirm the statements exposed above with ref-
erence to the influence of the crystalline admixture as well as of
the exposure conditions on the crack healing.
Fig. 18. (a–c) Relative Young moduli vs. exposure time for water immersion and air
exposure (a), summer (b) and winter (c) chamber conditioning.
4. SEM analyses

SEM analyses were carried out, at the end of the failure tests
performed after the conditioning exposure, on fragments collected
from crack surfaces of two concrete specimens, respectively with
and without crystalline admixture, after 3 months of immersion
in water. Before the conditioning period in water the beam speci-
men were pre-cracked to a crack opening of 200 lm. The SEM
observations were carried out at the end of conditioning period
(Figs. 19–23) on the pre-crack surface and on a fresh fracture
surface.

The cement matrix of the crack surface is covered with very fine
fibrous products (Fig. 19). The morphology of these products is
compatible with the crystalline structure of typical self healing
products; several authors have documented similar fibrous prod-
ucts [38] which were identified as very common microstructures



Fig. 19. SEM image (a) and EDS analysis (b) of a sample of concrete specimen with
crystalline additive immersed in water for 3 months along the surface parallel to
the crack.

Fig. 21. SEM image (a) and EDS analysis (b) of a sample of concrete specimen with
crys talline additive immersed in water for 3 months in correspondence of the area
between the crack surface (B) and the one orthogonal to it (A); EDS analysis of zone
B (b).

Fig. 20. SEM image (a) and EDS analysis (b) of a sample of concrete specimen with
crystalline additive immersed in water for 3 months along the surface orthogonal to
the crack.
found in self healed samples. EDS analysis of the products in Fig. 19
shows mainly the typical elements of hydration products of
cement (calcium, oxygen and silicon in major amounts, in addition
to magnesium, aluminium and potassium); a high peak of sulphur
is also present. This is coherent with the composition of the admix-
ture, as shown in Fig. 2. The EDS analysis of the bulk cement paste
(not reported here) did not show significant differences with that
of fibrous products in Fig. 19; this suggests that in spite of the dif-
ferent morphology of cement paste, the reaction products on crack
surface are the result of the growth of same type of fibrous prod-
ucts within the crack. This observation is also in agreement with
the macroscopic images of Fig. 14 which show the filling of the
crack after the self healing process. The growth of the fibrous prod-
ucts cannot be attributed to the carbonation reaction because of
the saturated conditions of slab samples; in fact, diffusion of car-
bon dioxide is negligible through concrete pores filled with water.
Moreover, the time elapsed between the extraction of the speci-
men from water and the analysis was surely too short to provide
any significant precipitation of CaCO3 along the crack surface. Con-
versely the reaction products should be attributed to hydration
reactions involving the crystalline admixture, which were pro-
moted by the water saturated conditions. The morphology of these
products and their relative EDS analysis (Fig. 19) also suggest that
some ettringite may be present. This matches with findings by
Sisomphon and Copuroglu [35], who studied self healing induced
by calcium sulfo-aluminate based agents and showed that, upon
the ingress of water into the cracks, some ettringite crystals may
form inside and fill the same cracks.

These reaction products anyway were not present in the bulk of
the concrete which was observed on a fresh fracture surface of the
same sample. At the same magnification, it can be observed that
the surface orthogonal to the crack (Fig. 20a) shows a different



Fig. 23. SEM image (a) and EDS analysis (b) of a sample of concrete specimen
without crystalline additive immersed in water for 3 months along the crack
surface in a zone different from that observed in Fig. 22.

Fig. 22. SEM image (a) and EDS analysis (b) of a sample of concrete specimen
without crystalline additive immersed in water for 3 months along the crack
surface .
morphology; furthermore, the corresponding EDS analysis
(Fig. 20b) differs from that of crack surface (Fig. 19) because of
the absence of the peak of sulphur.

The same sample has been observed in correspondence of the
area (Fig. 21a) between the crack surface (indicated with the letter
B) and the one orthogonal to it (indicated with the letter A); the
difference between the area A and B is not morphologically visible
but the EDS analysis (Fig. 21b), having made on both zones, con-
firms the presence of sulphur.

Figs. 22 and 23 show the SEM observations made on a sample
collected from a specimen made of concrete without the crystallite
additive after 3 months of immersion in water. Figs. 22 and 23
show different zones of the crack surface; it can be observed that
the morphology of hydration products is similar to that typical of
an ordinary concrete and to the one shown in Fig. 20 (i.e., on the
bulk concrete, where the reaction products of the crystalline
admixture were not detected). Also EDS analysis carried out on
the zone highlighted in Figs. 22 and 23 confirms the absence of
the sulphur peak.
5. Conclusions

In this paper a methodology has been proposed and validated to
assess and quantify the effects of self healing on the recovery of
mechanical properties of normal strength concrete, with and with-
out crystalline admixtures and under different exposure conditions.

The proposed ‘‘three-step methodology’’ includes pre-cracking
of specimens, natural or artificially accelerated environmental con-
ditioning under different exposure conditions and, finally, fracture
testing of the same specimens up to complete failure. The effects of
self healing are assessed and quantified by means of comparison
between mechanical behaviour parameters garnered through
pre-cracking and failure tests on the same specimen. It is worth
once again remarking that the proposed methodology, unlike those
based exclusively on the measurement of variations in water per-
meability, allow the extent and effects of self healing, if any, to be
effectively investigated also under exposure conditions other than
complete water saturation. Comparative data processing was per-
formed also with the aim of defining self healing indices, in terms
of stiffness and load bearing capacity recovery, through which the
ratio of crack closure, to the original crack opening, could be
inferred.

From the analysed results, the following concluding remarks
can be drawn:

– under water immersion even a normal strength concrete inher-
ently possesses some autogenic healing capacity, as witnessed
by visual observation (cracks were effectively closed) as well
as by the measured recovery of bending stiffness and load bear-
ing capacity, as evaluated through 3-point bending tests; the
presence of crystalline additive sped up the crack healing pro-
cess and related recovery of mechanical properties and further-
more positively affected its final entity;

– in the case of air exposure, even if in quite humid climates, the
presence of crystalline additives in the mix design was highly
effective in engineering the self healing and the recovery of
stiffness and load bearing capacity, in some cases making it
quite similar to the case of specimens not containing the addi-
tive but immersed in water. In the absence of any self healing
catalyst, air exposure was not enough to induce any significant
recovery neither of material continuity nor of its mechanical
behaviour;

– accelerated exposure conditions, under constant high relative
humidity and cycling temperature, may be able to yield results
comparable to those obtained under likely favourable natural



exposure conditions; anyway the high dispersion of obtained
results does not allow to draw any definitive conclusion. Cau-
tion has anyway to be exerted in carefully checking artifacts
which may be induced by accelerated temperature cycling,
which could counteract and hinder positive effects due to heal-
ing phenomena;

– an Index of Load Recovery and an Index of Damage Recovery
were defined and calculated from experimental nominal stress
and stiffness values, obtained from 3 point bending tests per-
formed on the same specimen in the pre-cracking and in the
post-conditioning stage;

– a methodology has been proposed to estimate the ratio of
crack closure from comparison between pre-cracking and
post-conditioning nominal stress vs. crack opening curves
obtained from 3pb tests as well as from damage evolution
curves, as built from quantification of the Index of Damage
Recovery;

– evolution trends and correlation of the aforementioned stiff-
ness and load recovery vs. crack healing indices showed, that
a crack closure above 70–80%, as from graphs in Fig. 17c, is
necessary in order to start having an appreciable recovery of
stiffness (i.e. larger than 20%); similarly it did occur for load
recovery; the presence of the additive made also the evalu-
ated crack healing indices more consistent between each
other;

– the same trends detected for bending stiffness and load bearing
capacity were also measured for Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity;

– SEM observations and EDS analyses confirmed the presence of
reaction products similar to those yielded by cement hydration
on the cracked (and thus healed) surfaces. These products were
clearly due to the delayed hydration reactions involving the
crystalline admixture.

Further validation and extension of the methodology herein
proposed would include, e.g., the study of the influence of
through-crack stress state, repetition of cracking and healing
cycles, and a thorough investigation of Fibre Reinforced Concrete
and Cementitious Composites, where the identification of post-
cracking residual strength of the material and its degradation/evo-
lution over time, as a function of the exposure conditions, plays a
crucial role in the development of a durability based design
approach.
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